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At REAch2, our actions and our intentions as school leaders are guided by our Touchstones:  

 

Integrity  

 

We recognise that we lead by example and if we want children 

to grow up to behave appropriately and with integrity then we 

must model this behaviour.  

 

Responsibility  

 

We act judiciously with sensitivity and care. We don’t make 

excuses, but mindfully answer for actions and continually seek 

to make improvements.  

 

Inclusion  

 

We acknowledge and celebrate that all people are different 

and can play a role in the REAch2 family whatever their 

background or learning style.  

 

Enjoyment Providing learning that is relevant, motivating and engaging 

releases a child’s curiosity and fun, so that a task can be 

tackled and their goals achieved. 

 

Inspiration Inspiration breathes life into our schools. Introducing children to 

influential experiences of people and place, motivates them to 

live their lives to the full.  

 

Learning  

 

Children and adults will flourish in their learning and through 

learning discover a future that is worth pursuing.  

 

Leadership  

 

REAch2 aspires for high quality leadership by seeking out talent, 

developing potential and spotting the possible in people as well 

as the actual. 
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1. Overarching Principles 

 

In REAch2, both as an overall Trust and as individual academies, we are committed to at 

least meeting and, in many respects, going beyond the minimum requirements in equality 

legislation. Many of our schools serve diverse and/or disadvantaged communities; and, as 

a Trust, we have chosen to be primary-only because we know how important the earliest 

years of learning and engagement are for our pupils. All this reflects our fundamental belief 

that education must increase equality of life chances, as captured in our Touchstones of 

inclusion, enjoyment, inspiration and learning shown above. 

 

We believe in equality for all, not just those sharing characteristics that are ‘protected’ 

within the law (see under Definitions section below). Just as important for us is, for example, 

equality for those from socially and/or economically disadvantaged backgrounds, or with 

English as an additional language.  

 

We see positive action for equality as providing tangible benefits for all the stakeholders in 

and around our schools, particularly pupils, staff and parents/carers (see section on 

Intended Impact below).  

 

In our experience, action for equality works best where it’s an integrated part of planning 

and delivery, not just some kind of ‘bolt on’. At school level, therefore, equality objectives 

are likely to mirror or draw directly on key aspects of the Self-Evaluation Summary, the 

School Development Plan, Pupil Premium action plans and work to realise Visual Learning 

(see under Definitions section below). Within the Trust’s central/regional teams, it’s about 

integrating equality considerations into how we do things, day in and day out.  

 

Key information, including about specific equalities objectives, will be published on the 

REAch2 website and/or every academy’s website and will be made available in other 

formats on request.  

 

2. Intended Impact 

 

For pupils, we expect action on equalities as set out in this framework to deliver improving 

outcomes for all children, with accelerated improvements for pupils in vulnerable groups 

and/or sharing ‘protected characteristics’.  

 

 

We also expect pupils to benefit from equality being a key driver in our learning provision 

much more widely, developing the ‘whole child’ over time including through curriculum 

innovation and enrichment activities such as REAch2’s 11 before 11.  

  

For staff, we believe that positive action for equality makes its own business case, by helping 

to ensure our organisation taps into all the skills and talent available. We expect action on 
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equalities as set out in this framework and reflected in our Human Resources (HR) policies 

and practices to mean that: 

 

• We promote equality of opportunity and diversity across our workforce;  

• Our workforce is increasingly representative of the communities we serve;  

• We recognise and value the differences and individual contribution people make;  

• We work in an environment free from discrimination, bullying and harassment;  

• We provide support and encouragement to staff to develop their careers and 

increase their contributions to the organisation through the enhancement of their 

skills and abilities.  

 

We expect parents/carers to benefit from their children’s outcomes and development but 

also more broadly through them and their children being part of an inclusive community.  

We would not expect to be able to gauge this impact in measurable terms. 

 

3. Roles and Responsibilities 

 

REAch2 schools will ensure they go beyond minimum legal requirements by developing and 

implementing equalities action in line with the key principles in this framework.  

 

REAch2 central staff will support our academies in delivering on this expectation, while also 

embedding equalities in the work of central and regional teams. 

 

REAch2 non-executives will support and challenge us at every level, particularly local 

governors in relation to individual schools, to be ambitious, committed and effective in 

relation to our equalities actions. 

 

 

4. National Guidance and Requirements 

 

Under the Equality Act 2010, schools are subject to the requirements placed on public 

bodies in England. This means we must:  

 

• Have regard to the three aims of the general equality duty:  

1. Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation. 

2. Advance equality of opportunity between people with/without protected 

characteristics (see list in the Definitions section below) 

3. Foster good relations between people with/without those characteristics.  

 

• Carry out specific duties:  

4. Publish information annually about protected characteristics in relation to 

employees and those affected by our policies and practices. 
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5. Set and review at least one specific, measurable equality objective at least every 

four years.  

  

It is recommended that the specific duties are reflected in a separate document for ease 

of demonstrating compliance, but there is no requirement for the equality objectives in 

substance to be separate from, or additional to, our wider planning and delivery. Indeed, 

as set out in our principles we believe integrating equalities into our core school 

improvement and continuous professional development processes is the best way to 

advance equality effectively.  

  

More information is made available by the Equality and Human Rights Commission, 

including in this comprehensive guidance:  

www.equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/psed_essential_guide_- 

_guidance_for_english_public_bodies.pdf 

 

5. Key Definitions 

 

“Protected characteristics” under the Equality Act 2010, these are age; being or becoming 

a transsexual person; being married or in a civil partnership (note only the first equality aim 

above applies in legislation here); being pregnant or on maternity leave; disability; race 

including colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin; religion, belief or lack of 

religion/belief; sex/gender; and sexual orientation.  

  

“Visual Learning” – Prof John Hattie’s ‘Visible Learning: A Synthesis of over 800 Meta-

analyses in Education’ (2009) is based on over 15 years’ research into what really makes a 

difference to student achievement and learning. For more information, see https://visible-

learning.org/.  This is the key framework for school improvement in REAch2 schools 2017-

2020, working directly with Prof Hattie and Osiris (the only licensed UK facilitator) on the 

largest ever collaborative VL programme. In essence, VL asks every school leadership team 

to identify what has the biggest impact in their school, quantify that impact and develop 

ways – if possible – to ‘scale it up’. A school’s VL plans may well include action that directly 

promotes equality. More widely, the focus on impact and the whole school make the VL 

methodology useful and relevant to how we plan and deliver on equality. 

 

6. Principles and Implementation  

  

As a Trust, we will publish an annual update on the REAch2 website.   This update will 

include: 

 

• Pupil Information: Trust level data about the composition of our pupil population and 

their outcomes, in relation to gender, Special Educational Needs (SEN) and disability, 

race/ethnicity and those with English as an Additional Language (EAL), Children who 

are/have been Looked After (CLA) and pupils who are eligible for Free School Meals 

(FSM), or who more broadly qualify for the Pupil Premium. We will include national 

http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/psed_essential_guide_-%20_guidance_for_english_public_bodies.pdf
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/psed_essential_guide_-%20_guidance_for_english_public_bodies.pdf
https://visible-learning.org/
https://visible-learning.org/
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averages wherever possible as comparators. Other protected characteristics are 

either not relevant to primary pupils or data is only available at school level where 

publishing that data would risk compromising individuals’ personal information. 

 

• Workforce information: Trust level information about the composition of our workforce 

in relation to gender, age, disability and race/ethnicity. Currently, we are not able to 

publish information in relation to other protected characteristics as we do not have 

reliable data at Trust level and publishing information at school level would risk 

compromising individuals’ personal information. We will also publish information on 

gender and pay.  

  

 

 

Our school will set its own objectives (all of them specific and measurable), wherever 

possible directly drawing on aspects of our Self-Evaluation Summary, School Development 

Plan, Visual Learning plans and/or Pupil Premium action plans/statements.  

 

The Head Teacher and Senior Leadership Teams will discuss proposed objectives with the 

Local Governing Body who should approve the final objectives and be directly involved in 

reviewing progress against them at least annually.  

 

Ideally, the objectives themselves should not be changed every year, in order to 

assess/demonstrate progress over time, though changes can of course be made where 

new school improvement or wider priorities emerge, including where these are identified 

by a new Head Teacher and/or Chair of Governors.  

  

In most circumstances, there will be at least three objectives set:  

 

• One focused on pupil outcomes and relating to an issue/characteristic affecting a 

disproportionately large share of their pupils compared to the national average; this 

will help to ensure that schools take action which will have an impact on a significant 

scale. 

 

• One objective focused on outcomes and relating to an issue/characteristic 

significantly affecting a small share of pupils compared to the national average. 

Research nationally suggests some of the largest and most stubborn ‘gaps’ in 

outcomes are in schools with very small numbers of children with that particular 

characteristic – such pupils should not be overlooked. 

 

• One objective relating to actions with a wider scope/impact, perhaps in relation to 

curriculum content, enrichment activities, developing the ‘whole child’, whole 

school values and behaviours, work with parents/carers and the wider community or 

a workforce issue; this will ensure equality is not seen exclusively in relation to pupil 

outcome measures.  
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A Trust-wide equivalent set of objectives were developed to align with the 5-year strategy. 

 

 

The Trust will ensure that equality and inclusion are fully factored into the new arrangements 

for induction of new REAch2 staff, whether based in school or in our regional or central 

teams, with a focus on prompting every individual to think through how their role, no matter 

what it is, tangibly impacts on equality of opportunity for our pupils, staff, parents/carers or 

wider communities.  

  

Other actions include: 

 

• We use templates for Trust Board papers that should help to ensure our policies, 

decisions and their implementation identify and take account of any significant 

equalities considerations. 

 

• From school/performance we will encourage/expect all central and regional staff to 

have a specific, measurable equalities-related item as part of their personal 

performance objectives/appraisals or to have factored equalities into their 

objectives in some way. We are not at this stage replicating this for staff based in 

school because the great majority of staff interacting with/supporting pupils and/or 

parents/carers will already have such provisions in their objectives. 

 

• We will include specific equality-related analysis/commentary in our Trust level 

reviews of the REAch2 Visible Learning programme 2017-2020.  

  

7. Communications / Transparency  

  

Information compiled for the above and the objectives maintained for section B above will 

be published on the REAch2 and/or individual school websites and will also be made 

available in hard copy on request (to the REAch2 or school office). Schools may wish to 

consider also making this information available in relevant community languages and/or 

via on-line translation services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

8. MPA Equality Statement   
Equalities Objectives  Rationale  Actions to be taken.  Review Summer 24  

SEND pupils achieve better 

or expected progress from 

their starting points 

The school is embedding adaptive teaching methods 

to ensure that all children achieve well from their 

baselines. The curriculum is adapted to meet the 

needs of learners but especially those with additional 

needs.  

Identification of SEN and SEND offer 

updated and implemented for the start of 

September 2023.  

 

Interventions timetable implemented and 

tracked by all class teachers and 

monitored by SENCO. 

 

Adaptive teaching CPD for all staff in 

September 23. All classes to have clear 

overview of adaptations to support 

children to make progress.  

To develop the 

understanding of 

protected 

characteristics of all 

community groups to 

ensure a culture of 

acceptance 

Develop and 

understanding 

acceptance of all 

characteristics and 

differences within the 

school community.  

The school community is prominently white British. This 

therefore limits the interactions with other groups.  

Our number one learning power is respect and we 

want children to fully understand this and use this as a 

tool to navigate life and our school community 

celebrates difference.  

Assemblies planned to promote protected 

characteristics.  

 

The books and resources that children 

across the school access reflect protected 

characteristics.  

 

The school has a minimum of three termly 

events e.g., Black History Month, Diversity 

Week, and a religious event.  

 

Promotion of cluster partnerships.  

To promote an 

understanding of 

equalities and diversity 

through a rich range of 

curriculum and 

enrichment 

opportunities.  

To ensure that our 

curriculum provides 

children with opportunities 

to learn about different 

cultures and religions 

beyond their own.   

We are a small school in a small Suffolk village. We 

need to prepare for the children for life in modern 

Britain and beyond. Our children are kind and caring 

but do not have the experience of living in a diverse 

community. Our curriculum will promote diversity and 

equality.  

Planning and developing a diverse 

curriculum for all children.  

Suffolk RE curriculum and floor books for all 

classes.  

PSHE curriculum.  

Assembly themes and overviews.  

Promotion of cluster partnerships. 

 

Pupils can talk about 

cultures and religions 

beyond their own.  

 


